inspire with introductory computer science DOI:10.1145/1538788.1538791 M ark Guzdial's Viewpoint "Teaching Computing to Everyone" (May 2009) was interesting reading but included several implications, possibly unintentional, that should be corrected. For example, one potential benefit of contextualized computing is that it allows coursework students may find more attractive and relevant, but Guzdial seemed to imply that DrScheme and How to Design Programs (HtDP) cannot be used with such coursework. In our experience, this is not the case; our students are attracted and very engaged by HtDP's evolving teaching libraries. For example, students using HtDP can write interactive graphical programs from week one in a first-semester programming course without sacrificing computing fundamentals.
Libraries will soon enable them to write applications for their cellphones and embedded hardware. We look forward to experimenting with these domains in our introductory programming courses. The rich variety of contexts the HtDP community provides (and is continuously developing) excites students, and they enjoy our HtDP-based courses.
Another implication was that DrScheme and HtDP were unsuitable for non-major and female students. We found this surprising, as it is not our experience in our three very different settings. DrScheme's language levels and simple syntax seem to reduce student frustration in getting started with programming, and HtDP's design recipe approach gives them a roadmap, from problem statement and blank screen/page to a working solution. The language levels are particularly effective at reducing syntax errors by introducing new programming constructs only as the need for them arises. Both our major and non-major female students have taken quite well to this environment and approach.
Some of us are also beginning to see higher retention rates thanks to HtDP.
We were delighted to see more attention on introductory computing courses. They play a critical role in how students use, perceive, and understand computing and computerbased technology. It is important that they be well-designed, empowering students to use computing both in and outside the classroom. took me back to my student days in the 1970s when I discovered that the Control Data Kronos operating system had a similar vulnerability. One could access other users' passwords by running the command-line tool to change passwords followed by the debug tool to "dump core" to a file. The privileged password utility could read the system password file to perform its function, but because it didn't "zero out" the RAM disk buffers before it terminated, the nonprivileged memory dump utility revealed the IDs and passwords of many other users. Bruce Wallace, ooltewah, Tn equal opportunity support for all You wouldn't expect a woman CS department chair and a 1960s liberal to jointly criticize an article promoting women in computing, but we were disturbed by some aspects of the cover article "Women in Computing-Take 2" (Feb. 2009 ). Much of the it was devoted to a set of excellent suggestions for creating and nurturing CS careers, from initial childhood exposure through gaining tenure at a research university. But why were these suggestions covered in an article limited to women in computing? Nearly every suggestion applies equally well to any demographic: underrepresented minorities, people with handicaps, low-income people, plain old white males. (There were a few exceptions, such as "send students to the Grace Hopper Conference" or "join CRA-W," but other career-advancing conferences and organizations can be substituted with the same overall message.) We would advise anyone considering a career in CS, or anyone in a position to nurture a CS career, to pay close attention to the good ideas in the article, while disregarding its focus on women.
For example, it suggested that introductory CS students should program in pairs. We like this idea very much for a number of reasons, none concerning gender. One might think intuitively that female students in particular prefer pair programming. However, from the statistics provided by the cited study, there is an even more positive influence on males than on females. (That is, the technique had a slightly better chance of motivating any given reluctant male to continue in CS than of motivating any given reluctant female.) At the junior-professor level, the article suggested less teaching for the first two years, sufficient startup funding to support graduate students, help writing grant proposals, and being clear about what is expected to gain tenure. Aren't these strategies appropriate for all junior faculty? Should females be granted such departmental support while males are denied? We certainly hope not.
There's no question that women have faced obstacles over the years when choosing and building careers in CS, as well as in other fields. Still, an article providing sound general advice, while limiting it to women, is not an appropriate solution.
Jeffrey 
